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ICT Innovations Build
Efficient Connectivity
| By David He, President, Marketing and Solution Sales,
Huawei Enterprise Business Group

F

irst coined by researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in
1999, by 2025 the “Internet of Things” (IoT) is forecast to involve as many as 100
billion connections globally, with more than 90 percent of them from intelligent

sensors.
A better-connected world is taking shape where connectivity exists alongside land,
labor, and capital as a key economic asset. ICT infrastructures are shifting from support
systems that improve efficiency to production systems that drive value creation. Huawei is
dedicated to innovations that bring closer connections between people; between people and
things; and between things. These connections are transforming the concept of the Internet.
Enterprise Internet: Global ICT innovations are increasingly focused on enterprises
that are actively transforming with enhanced connectivity, accelerated times-to-market,
increased efficiencies, and added value.
For example, without nearly universal connectivity and tremendous changes to online
payment systems, China shoppers could have never set about a US$ 9.1 billion record for
“Singles Day” revenues on November 11, 2014.
Industrial Internet: Jeffrey Immelt, Chairman and CEO of General Electric (GE), is
planning to invest US$ 1.5 billion in Industrial Internet projects — the next wave of deep
connection between people and smart machines — over the next three years to improve the
energy efficiency of its products by installing sensors to obtain massive amounts of data
from products ranging from automobile and aircraft engines to nuclear magnetic resonance
imaging apparatus.
National Internet: ICT innovation is transforming the way government agencies support
and interact with individuals and enterprises.
The 2014 Huawei Global Connectivity Index (GCI) reports that connectivity is a vital
indicator of a country’s overall competitiveness. Based on an analytical survey of 25
developed and emerging countries over 16 indicators based on two variables: current
connectivity and growth momentum, the findings show that for each GCI percentage point
increase, GDP per capita increases by 1.4 to 1.9 percent, which is at the higher end for
emerging countries. Our conclusion is that connectivity is vital to industrial and national
competitiveness, and further, that restructuring and streamlining end-to-end ICT processes
are essential for value creation.
In other words, Enterprise, Industrial, and National Internets cannot exist without
efficient connectivity. The foundations of connectivity are the ICT technologies that we are
constantly innovating and turning into products. At Huawei, we believe that ICT innovation
will make for a wonderful world for our customers.▲
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Make the World Your Office
Chris Bell

| By Chris Bell, from The BBC

videoconferencing technologies. Smart 2020, a study commissioned by the Global e-Sustainability Initiative — found
that US and UK businesses can save almost US$ 19 billion of
deploying 10,000 telepresence units by 2020.
By cancelling the need for long- and short-haul executive flights
between offices, the same study suggested that teleconferencing
technologies and other virtual tools could reduce global annual
greenhouse gas emissions by 15% by the year 2020.
But that is just the start. The next generation of video telepresence systems aims to fit even more seamlessly into our lives
— by adding realistic 3D capabilities.

In the next
few years, a
leap in video
communications
technology will
change how we
interact, work,
and live our
lives. >>

The Third Dimension

I

t could be as simple as negotiating an elaborate business deal — even when you are on the other side of
the world; Or, as complex as a chief cardiologist making final checks before surgery for a patient lying in
an isolated village 500 miles away; Or, as personal as talking to your children as they arrive home from
school — from a different time zone.

In the next few years, a leap in video communications technology will change how we interact,
work, and live our lives.
Skype — with 299 million users in June 2013 —
and Apple’s FaceTime have already transformed
personal relationships, as families and friends are
staying in touch from anywhere in the world.
But now, modern telepresence systems have
begun to change our professional lives, too.

Working Remotely
According to a 2012 Ipsos/Reuters poll, around one
in five people in the world frequently “telecommute”
to work, and nearly 10% work remotely from home
every day.
Companies around the globe face pressure from
shareholders and regulators to minimize staff travel
and make better efficiency decisions that reduce
expenses.
For example, the Huawei TP3200 video conferencing system is designed especially for group
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meetings by using a specialized “co-optical center
camera” to provide the world’s first panoramic
telepresence system.
“High-Definition (HD)-resolution cameras and
reliable broadband connectivity have vastly improved
the teleconferencing experience,” says Jack He Liang,
video conferencing director at Huawei. “More people,
and especially employers, are beginning to see the
benefits of video communication.”
“When you can communicate with your eyes and
faces, both sides of the meeting feel more confident.”
Many telepresence systems now utilize what is
called BYOD.
“Short for ‘Bring Your Own Device,’” says He
Liang, “The system recognizes that many qualified
workers already own tablets, smartphones and laptops
with cameras.”
The result is a step change in how we see, and carry
out, our jobs.
So it is little surprise that, by 2016, global businesses are expected to spend US$ 3.75 billion on

The technology, known as holographic telepresence, is more
Star Trek than staff meeting. Instead of a flat screen, a threedimensional moving image of a user is reproduced at each meeting
location.
Currently not a true hologram, the UK technology company
Musion adapts the Pepper’s Ghost effect that is commonly used
in theatres and theme parks: An HD projector illuminates a thin,
effectively invisible, sheet-like “foil” from a 45-degree angle,
creating a 3D image almost indistinguishable from an actual
person. The Musion TelePresence system can now transmit fullsized people and objects in real-time “without any significant delay
in communication,” the company says.
Musion achieved a Guinness World Record in 2012 by helping
Indian politician Narendra Modi deliver a 55-minute campaign
speech to audiences in 53 different locations simultaneously. And
in the entertainment world, Musion was one of three companies
credited for the digital resurrection of rapper Tupac Shakur onstage
at the 2012 Coachella festival.
Leia Display System is currently working on transmitting full
holograms. The Polish company has built a holographic room,
measuring ten feet by eight feet, using laser projectors to beam 3D
images onto a thin cloud of water vapor. The result is not only a
giant 3D multi-touch screen, but also the ability to walk through
the images and see them from any point of view.
Holographic telepresence like this has obvious potential
beyond the business world. Telemedicine already allows patients
to be treated remotely, whether in isolated areas or on a distant
battlefield.
Advances in holography are expected in education, film and
television programming, advertising, gaming, 3D mapping, aerospace navigation, and robot control.
Still other improvements appear imminent. The Massachusetts

Huawei has released the industry’s first
panoramic Tele-Presence System (TPS) that
adopts Huawei’s patented co-optical center
camera with panoramic gapless imaging and
image stitching technologies, to give users a
truly immersive experience. >>

Institute of Technology (MIT) in the US is examining how
manipulate physical surfaces with gestures — resizing, reshaping,
or relocating objects that are thousands of miles away. This offers
the potential for virtual offices, where hundreds or even thousands
of people could collaborate on a product without ever touching it.
Researchers at the University of Tokyo are also working on
haptic feedback systems — vibrations, for example — by using
ultrasound waves for holographic projections. Users touch and
interact with holograms and receive tactile responses as if the
projected object were real.
In an IBM survey of 3,000 researchers, respondents named
holographic video calls as one of the five technologies they expect
to see in place by 2015.
There are many obstacles to using these technologies, including
cost: Musion currently rents its system for around US$ 65,000.
Live telepresence also needs fast, direct connections of 10-20
megabytes per second for highest quality reproduction.
“But thanks to 4G and LTE networks — and 5G coming soon —
bandwidth is no longer a problem,” says He Liang.
“Telepresence will mean that we don’t have to work in an
office,” he explains. “That we don’t have to travel miles to be
treated by a doctor that we can interact with our families from a
different country. It will begin to change the world we live in.”
Huawei has released the industry’s first panoramic TelePresence System (TPS) that adopts Huawei’s patented cooptical center camera with panoramic gapless imaging and image
stitching technologies, to give users a truly immersive experience.
It provides open interfaces to interconnect with the systems of
other vendors, thereby protecting the customer’s investment.
Additionally, it can save up to 30% of the Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO) for the customer because it requires 25% less bandwidth,
42% less energy, and uses 26% less physical space.▲

* From: http://www.bbc.com/future/sponsored/story/20131218what-it-takes
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When investing
in new
technology,
enterprises must
consider the
agile architecture
that best suits
their long-term
requirements. >>

F

or 20-plus years, Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) have helped
enterprises grow with streamlined processes, increased operating efficiency, and
enhanced service innovations.The success of modern enterprises is deeply linked to the
availability of ICT technologies.
Chief Information Officers (CIOs) must
routinely handle with multiple challenges
simultaneously, which puts the onus for IT
systems — exemplified by cloud computing
platforms in our current environment — to
be flexible and dynamic, to provide real-time
business support and create added value.
Dr. Lei Wanyun, Director of China National Pharmaceutical Group Corporation
(Sinopharm) suggests that enterprises respond
to these challenges by transforming their development, management, and business models
to better position themselves for integration
with the global economy and endure the dynamics of competition.
According to Bryan Wang, China Country
Manager and Vice President Serving Infrastructure and Operations Professionals for
Forrester Research, enterprises face constantly emerging competitors, fast-changing
Internet technologies requiring constant upgrades, and ever-intensifying consumer requirements. Successful enterprises must become increasingly agile to guarantee consistent, high-throughput knowledge transfer and
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the unification of key messages for delivery
across a wide range of employees and customers.
When investing in new technology, enterprises must consider the agile architecture
that best suits their long-term requirements.
Current best-practice recommends that enterprises make optimal use of cloud computing, Big Data, mobile Internet, and social
networking. The enterprises that build betterconnected networks are streamlining the industry chains that support all corporate business activities and reach end-users through
their preferred channels and interfaces.
The enterprises who take full advantage
of their internal and external information
resources for making R&D, production, operation, and management decisions are well
positioned to transform themselves for the
longest foreseeable business futures.
In the better-connected world taking shape
before our eyes we will communicate and
collaborate more closely than ever. Efficient
connectivity is essential for success now and
in the future.▲
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Big Data:
A New Mission for CIOs
Ning Jiajun

CIOs must
ensure risks
are mitigated
and challenges
effectively
addressed
in the face of
constantly
changing
demands and
increasing levels
of risk. >>

| By Ning Jiajun, Deputy Director, Expert Committee for State Information Center of China

Convergence of New Computing Models
The pace of change for developing ICT technologies
brings pressing challenges to Chief Information
Officers (CIOs).
New computing models represented by social
networking, Location-Based Services (LBSs), mobile Internet, and commercial services are converging. The rapidly growing mobile Internet
and Internet of Things (IoT) clear the path for
collecting data as a core component in enabling
people to communicate, collaborate, and share
more conveniently via social networking. As a consequence, we see a surge in Big Data analytics that
uses cloud computing resources to process massive
amounts of data. These four technology trends —
Mobile, social, Big Data, and cloud computing are
the four major areas that are at the core of interest in
ICT development.
The development of ICT technologies is a key
driving force in for innovation in enterprise as well
as in government. For example, local governments
in China are using ICT technologies to transform
service delivery and modernize governance, and
federal-level departments are using Big Data to
assess financial risks in local jurisdictions.
In all cases, CIOs must ensure risks are mitigated
and challenges effectively addressed.

McKinsey & Company has predicted that there will
be in-the-order of twelve economically disruptive
technologies that will emerge over the next decade,
the majority of which will be in the ICT domain.
Impacts can be expected in mobile Internet, IoT,
cloud computing, and Big Data processing. The report
states that the contribution of these 12 disruptive
technologies to the global economy will exceed US$
15 trillion by 2025.
The increasing rate by which knowledge workers
are having their work automated is adding to the
disruption. By 2025, knowledge work automation
systems will take on tasks typically performed by
the current full-time workforce of 110 to 140 million
people. The incremental economic impact is possibly
as much as 5.2 to 6.7 trillion U.S. dollars, due largely
to the contributions of Big Data in intelligent learning,
disease diagnosis, drug discovery, legal contracts,
patents, financial investment, accounting, and modern
governance.
In the recent fight against the Ebola virus, the
US adopted disruptive methods to quickly develop
vaccines and other countermeasures. This is a prime
example of how cloud computing, Big Data, and IoT
applications are powering transformational outcomes
at institutional scales — such as altering the policies
and practices of the U.S. healthcare system.

Developing ICT Technology Tracks and Integration
ICT technologies have evolved independently in the past, in
contrast to today’s convergent models that require deeper integrations to achieve the best results. ICT technologies are continuing
to develop in multiple directions simultaneously, with each and all
on paths to greater integration.
For example, the mobile Internet provides important technical
support for Big Data applications. IoT facilitates the collection of
Big Data, functioning as a network for convenient data collection,
monitoring, and decision-making. By using state-of-the-art and
cost-effective sensors, wireless networks, and Near-Field Communications (NFC) equipment, IoT not only optimizes the
collection of Big Data, but also creates a substrate for processing
remote services.
Without cloud computing, Big Data processing does not exist. As
Big Data and cloud computing have developed, the technologies
have combined to add new functionality to the key components of
information processing — including semantic computing, updated
file systems, new databases and data warehouse techniques, metadata and data modeling extensions, in-memory processing, and
distributed storage.
Multi-Dimensional Data Structures (MDDSs), Machine
Vision (MV) algorithms, and video rendering technologies are
all contributing to an increasing demand for high-performance
cloud computing. Big Data requires computational support from
the cloud for user views, data retrieval, data mining, and online
analytics. Big Data platforms add intelligence to information
services by allowing users to efficiently extract the desired information from massive amounts of data. Cloud computing offers
users’ software applications and storage resources in an ondemand, easy-to-manage, elastic, cost-effective, energy efficient,
secure, and convenient platform.
As a result of these interdependencies, operating systems, databases, middleware, and application software will continue to interoperate to form a more perfect unified platform. This integration
of software with hardware, hardware with networks, products with
businesses, and software across industries will accelerate and deepen.
The result will give rise to new technologies, business models, and
service patterns long into the future.

Big Data as a Strategy
Big Data is a valuable resource that is the natural result of ICT
development. Analogous to drilling for oil, the first step for extracting value from Big Data is “exploration.” The second step is to
“mine” or collect the information that meets specific requirements.
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Th e th ir d s tep is to “r ef ine, ” or
structurally process the collected information based on the demands of
each application. The final deliverables
are Big Data-driven application systems and Big Data management systems.
Arguably the greatest leverage for
Big Data systems is their use in the
creation of new business models. For
example, several banks in China use
Big Data to obtain credit rating and
transaction volume information to
customize loan products to support the
growth of small and micro enterprises
who operate on top of larger online
shopping platforms and express companies.
Data collection is influenced by a
variety of factors such as relevant laws
and regulations, system standards,
operating mechanisms, and business
models. Thus, the structure of the
information is critical to each successful Big Data deployment.
Developing application software is another top priority for
Big Data, as software is essential to the mission of Big Data
management. More intelligent information-processing technologies
must be researched and developed.
To help meet the needs for, improving the interior logic and
delivering new application requirements organizations specializing
in research on Big Data management will spread across multiple
fields, and professional Big Data management services will
emerge.
It is crucial to recognize the strategic importance of effective Big
Data policies and best-practices for competitive and governance
capabilities in both the public and private sectors.
With an abundance of data resources and huge markets, China
is a global leader in Big Data applications. To promote Big Data
applications, China intends to enhance top-layer designs for the
development of information resources, specify Big Data application goals, and forge cooperation with the world’s leading
enterprises. Through constant innovation, China is expected to
make meaningful contributions to the development of Big Data
technologies throughout the world.▲

With an
abundance of data
resources and
huge markets,
China is a global
leader in Big Data
applications. To
promote Big Data
applications,
China intends
to enhance toplayer designs for
the development
of information
resources,
specify Big
Data application
goals, and forge
cooperation
with the
world’s leading
enterprises. >>
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New Technologies Empower
Innovation
Lei Wanyun

Cloud
computing
will radically
change current
enterprise
business
models,
empower
enterprises to
transform their
businesses,
and reshape
industry supply
chains. >>

| By Dr. Lei Wanyun, Director, Sinopharm, China National Pharmaceutical Group

A

s global economic integration deepens,
enterprises are experiencing intense competition in a changing business landscape.
To adapt to this new environment, enterprises must
transform their development, management, and
business models for immediate effect. Finding the
right time to transform the enterprise, however, is
a challenge faced by executives and IT staff alike.
Recent IT technology innovations continue to spark
strong interest around the globe. But, how will
these new-generation IT technologies really affect
enterprises? And, what benefits can these IT technologies are expected to deliver?

New Economic Ecosystems
In the new economic ecosystem, many Chinese enterprises are facing six major issues: First, small size,
Second, weak R&D capability, Third, inefficient
management, Fourth, heavy resource consumption,
Fifth, high operating costs, and sixth, slow market
response. In order to successfully transform themselves to compete in global markets, Chinese enterprises must overcome these six issues.
The future, however, remains unpredictable. To
stay competitive, enterprises must be willing to adapt
to changing markets and growing global economic
integration by adjusting their business models and
implementing a wide range of business innovations.
E-commerce, mobile Internet, and IT technologies
are bringing innovation to enterprises; however, the
business of constructing IT systems is not simple.
First, system development and implementation cycles are lengthy — so keeping up with escalating operational and market demands is a constant struggle. Second, IT systems built using traditional approaches are difficult to centrally manage, control,
and maintain. Third, if IT systems are not planned as
part of an overall business strategy, information silos
will be created that hinder information sharing and
management efficiency. Fourth, IT utilization remains
low, resulting in a huge wastage of valuable resources.
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Enterprises need dynamic
IT systems designed to
provide real-time, valueadding business support.
As such, new-generation
IT technologies such
as cloud computing
have emerged to help
enterprises adapt quickly
to changing times,
technologies, and needs.
>>

Fifth, IT investment costs are high. And sixth, IT system
maintenance costs are high. Together, these issues can
strangle enterprise growth at exactly the time when
more adaptability is appropriate.
As market competition intensifies, traditional IT
management approaches are neither timely nor flexible
enough to meet changing market demands. Enterprises
need dynamic IT systems designed to provide real-time,
value-adding business support. As such, new-generation
IT technologies such as cloud computing have emerged
to help enterprises adapt quickly to changing times,
technologies, and needs.

Helping Enterprises Transform
New-generation IT technologies include cloud computing, Big Data, mobile Internet, and Internet of
Things (IoT). Of these, cloud computing serves as the
foundation for the others — it makes Big Data analytics possible and underpins the mobile Internet and
IoT. Cloud computing incorporates virtualization,
standards compliance, and automation, which help enterprises adapt to new IT demands in complex business
environments, forcing enterprises to rethink the economic impact of IT initiatives.
Because cloud computing is a new type of methodology for constructing IT systems, however, enterprise
managers and IT staff must first assess how best to use
the technology for maximum benefit.
Cloud computing offers speedy and agile IT
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New-generation
IT technologies
include cloud
computing, Big
Data, mobile
Internet, and IoT.
Of these, cloud
computing serves
as the foundation
for the others —
it makes Big Data
analytics possible
and underpins the
mobile Internet and
IoT. >>

applications, borderless IT services, and unbreakable IT security. These benefits enable
enterprises to transform their businesses, reduce
operating costs, increase efficiency, and accelerate
product Time-to-Market (TTM).
Cloud computing also creates a new type of
shared network model for convenient, on-demand,
and configurable computing resources. And, by
combining internal data resources with external
social data, Big Data becomes vitally important to
the enterprise. With Big Data analytics, enterprises
can identify and respond to changes to customers
and markets, as well as create and optimize products and services. Thus, enterprises are able to
reduce costs, increase efficiency, optimize resource
allocation, and proactively manage risks.
Experiments have shown that new enterprise
demands and customer segments are forcing enterprises to adopt more flexible business models
and employ algorithmic automation to accelerate
decision making. This means that, in the future,
the core competitiveness of an enterprise will lie
in its success devising innovative business models,
providing innovative products and services, and
managing massive amounts of data.
How is this accomplished? The implementation
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of cloud computing can be described in three keywords: intelligent resource modeling. To create
cloud computing platforms that provide corporatewide applications, Chief Information Officers
(CIOs) must integrate diverse information resources.
Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) must consolidate
and translate all resources into a business models
hosted on cloud computing platforms, and to disseminate these business models to employees inside
their companies and to their customers and suppliers
outside their companies.
What changes should enterprises undergo in
order to reap the benefits offered by these new
technologies? First, enterprises must develop feasible business strategies that best suit dynamic
business environments. Second, enterprises must
relentlessly innovate to sharpen their competitive
edge. Third, enterprises must optimize their business
and cost structures to make them more suitable for
changing business strategies and market demands.
Fourth, enterprises must maximize resource utilization and employee productivity. And fifth, enterprises must define enforceable and sustainable
business plans.
CIOs must build on developments in cloud
computing and remain familiar with leading tech-

nologies and suppliers. CIOs are then responsible for defining their own corporate-wide clouds
with their own organization’s specific business
requirements, including governance, collaboration
policies, supply-chain management guidelines,
and shared service protocols. Ultimately, it is the
CIO who must develop the roadmap that ensures
a smooth evolution from integrated data center
management to cloud implementation.
How should a CIO get started? The first step
in cloud implementation is integrated data center
management. Data, network, and software virtualization turn traditional IT data centers into
cloud-based data centers. This approach flattens
the data center architecture and reduces operating
costs. The migration to a cloud architecture, however, can not happen overnight: Integrated data
center management to consolidate infrastructure
resources must come first, then the gradual addition
of virtualization and automation technologies, with
the last phase focused on rolling out clouds for
providing on-demand services.

Smarter Enterprises with Clouds
To be successful, an enterprise must transform
itself into a smart enterprise by deploying more
IT installations that incorporate cloud computing
and Big Data. To reach this goal, the enterprise
can take a four-pronged approach. First, plan IT
implementations based on business strategies.
Second, set up IT management and control
systems to improve the IT leadership and the
ability to execute tasks. Third, set up standardized
IT systems that lay a solid foundation for business collaboration, data integration, and data
sharing. And, fourth, involve IT in key projects for
innovating enterprise governance and data integration.

Building World-Class Service Platforms
China National Pharmaceutical Group Corporation
(Sinopharm), the largest pharmaceutical and
healthcare company in China, recently announced
a “155 Project” in its 12th Five-Year Plan to build a
world-class cloud service platform.

Transforming to a
smart enterprise,
Enterprise must
deploying more
IT installations
that incorporate
cloud computing
and Big Data.
The enterprise
can take a fourpronged approach.
First, plan IT
implementations
based on business
strategies.
Second, set up IT
management and
control systems.
Third, set up
standardized IT
systems. And,
fourth, involve IT
in key projects. >>

As part of the “155 Project,” Sinopharm
plans to set up five professional platforms that
align with the company’s business strategies.
The platforms form an integrated information
platform for corporate-wide administration,
decision making, analysis, and collaboration;
a unified, corporate-wide Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) platform; a centralized medical
logistics and distribution information platform;
an integrated information platform for global
operations; and a healthcare service information
platform. In addition, Sinopharm will set up five
other IT systems, specifically, an IT management
and control system, an IT standardized system, an
information security system, a unified portal and
information resource management system, and an
IT talent assurance system. With the help of these
IT systems, information from the five platforms
can be incorporated into a single cloud service
center.
Meanwhile, Sinopharm will streamline its data
center platform using cloud and virtualization
technologies — which alone is estimated to save
many tens of millions of US dollars. Before the
project, each system — even the smallest of
Sinopharm’s systems — had dedicated database
and application servers which increased O&M
complexity and staff workloads. Sinopharm is
currently consolidating nearly one hundred servers
into a single unified platform that centralizes and
automates resource management.
The Sinopharm supply-chain cloud service
platform is expected to be completed by the
end of the 2015. By that time, the entire supplychain system will be optimized, and the new platform will provide services that will include Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and Platform-asa-Service (PaaS), in addition to legacy medical
logistics services. The new supply-chain platform
can also be scaled up to become a nationwide
pharmacy network. The Sinopharm cloud service
platform will consolidate distributor logistics
and transportation management systems as well
as multi-vendor resources for providing services
according to diverse business models.▲
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Agile Architectures Build
Enduring Enterprises
Bryan Wang

Enterprises
reinventing
themselves
must carefully
consider
the agile
technologies and
architectures
that best suit
their vision of the
future. >>

| By Bryan Wang, China Country Manager and Vice President Serving Infrastructure & Operations
Professionals, Forrester Research

T

he past century can be divided into three phases, each
segment with its own defining characteristics. The first
phase is the period before 1960, called the
“Manufacturing Age.” During this era, enterprises
made breakthroughs in production processes and
techniques, and industry giants such as Ford, Boeing,
and GE emerged. The second phase, the “Distribution
Age,” lasted from 1960 to 1990. Globalization intensified during this period. Thanks to better supply
chain systems, enterprises could produce more products
at lower cost and within a shorter time. This allowed companies
to quickly ship products worldwide. Successful enterprises such
as Wal-Mart, P&G, and UPS appeared. The third phase, beginning
in the 1990s, was the “Information Age,” a time when PC usage
mushroomed. Benefiting from new Information Technologies (IT)
and the Internet, a group of enterprises quickly rose into the world’s
most influential companies. Amazon and Google, for example,
quickly grew into large multi-national businesses within a few years.

The Key to Enterprise Survival: A Better Customer
Experience
Starting in 2010, customer requirements began to change as
global competition intensified and the financial crisis lingered on.
Enterprises came to recognize the need to provide better services
to retain their customers. As a result, four strategies have become
business-critical to the future of enterprises: transforming the
customer experience, enhancing mobility in business models,
building the enterprise’s digital economy, and using Big Data to
drive business results.
Forrester defines IT and Business Technology (BT) inputs as
follows: IT inputs refer to the enterprise’s IT investment used
to support internal operations, while BT inputs are investments
dedicated to providing services to customers and improving the
customer experience. Modern enterprises require both IT and BT
inputs to grow their business. It is estimated that by 2018, BT inputs
for enterprises will well exceed IT inputs.
Facing new challenges, enterprises must rethink their investments
to offer innovative customer services with improved efficiency.
Future e-commerce platforms will offer customers more targeted,
personalized services tailored to their digital consumption behavior.
Consequently, enterprises are expected to make wiser investment
decisions with regard to their e-commerce platforms.
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As a result, four strategies have become businesscritical to the future of enterprises: transforming the
customer experience, enhancing mobility in business
models, building the enterprise’s digital economy, and
using Big Data to drive business results. >>

Agile Technologies Ensure Enterprise Longevity
To reinvent their technology architecture, enterprises must carefully
consider which agile architecture and technologies best suit their
long-term requirements. For example, predictive analytics technology
is growing in popularity around the globe. By keeping a close eye
on such technologies as they become more mature and affordable,
enterprises can start to apply them to their businesses.
Enterprises generally have vast amounts of data resources that
they need to sift through and collate. Then they must mine the data
to find the most valuable information to sharpen their competitive
edge. Merely using predictive analytics is not enough. Consolidation
of third-party data is another “must” for enterprises if they intend to
optimize business results.
Enterprises that provide multiple services must listen to their
customers to better deliver these services. Viable channels will need
to be put in place to obtain and consolidate diverse types of customer
feedback, which can then be applied to improve customer satisfaction.
For example, a growing number of consumers use various devices to
interact with enterprises over the Internet. In today’s world of smart
devices, “Apps” have become the norm, allowing consumers to stay
informed about special events and news for their favorite companies
and receive updates as soon as new offerings launch.
Enterprises also face many new challenges, such as the constant
emergence of new competitors, fast-growing Internet technologies
requiring continuous upgrade, and ever-intensifying consumer requirements. To address these challenges, enterprises must become
more agile, ensure consistent knowledge transfer, and unify key
messages delivered by different employees to customers. Most enterprises, regardless of their size, still have a long way to go in order to
truly achieve business agility.
In China today, a majority of Chinese enterprises have been operating for less than four decades. Less than thirty percent of the enterprises included in Global 1000 three decades ago are still in the
ranking. Agility is vitally important to enterprise longevity. Successful
enterprises must remain agile to adapt to changing markets and satisfy
ever-changing customer needs.▲
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Interoperability:
The Key to Cloud Applications
David Bernstein
David Bernstein
is Managing
Director of Cloud
Strategy Partners
in Silicon Valley,
California, serving
clients in Cloud
Computing related
communications,
networking, and
security areas.
David is Chairman
and Founder of
the IEEE Global
Intercloud Testbed
and of the IEEE
P2302 Standard
for Intercloud
Interoperability
and Federation.

The Intercloud
Project is
addressing
a number of
approaches
for adding
interoperability
to CloudComputing
protocols. This
second part
of the article
describes
the technical
highlights of
the Intercloud
architecture. >>
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Technical Description
Cloud instances must be able to communicate and interact
with each other. Each cloud must be able to find one or
more other clouds, for which a particular interoperability
scenario is ready, willing, and able to accept a transaction and exchange whatever subscription or
use-related information may be needed as a precursor to the transaction.
Thus, an Intercloud Protocol for presence and
messaging needs to exist which can support the
one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many
use cases. The discussion between clouds needs
to encompass a variety of content, storage, and
computing resources.
● Topology
The vision is an analogy with the Internet itself: in a world
of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/
IP) and the World Wide Web (WWW), data is ubiquitous and
interoperable in a network of networks; likewise, in the world
of Cloud Computing, content, storage, and computing are ubiquitous and interoperable in a network of Clouds.
● Intercloud Gateway
The Intercloud Gateways are designed to provide a mechanism
for supporting the entire profile of Intercloud protocols and
standards utilizing a common transport such as Extensible
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP). The Intercloud
Root and Intercloud Exchanges would facilitate and mediate
the XMPP negotiating process among Clouds.
● Intercloud Roots
As part of the proposed topology, the Intercloud Root providers
would be federated, and each federated node in the Intercloud
topology would independently manage “root” capabilities
that would include Cloud Resources Directory Services,
Trust Authority, and Presence Information. Additionally, each
Intercloud Root instance will be associated with its affiliated
Exchanges by defining the affiliation relationship as part of the
Intercloud “root” instance.
∙ Naming
Clouds are, in the end, IP addresses on the Internet, and
so the temptation is to use Domain Name Services (DNS)
with a Universal Resource Naming-based (URN) naming
scheme appropriate to the communications substrate, as DNS,

An Intercloud Protocol
for presence and
messaging needs
to exist which can
support the one-toone, one-to-many, and
many-to-many use
cases. The discussion
between clouds needs
to encompass a variety
of content, storage,
and computing
resources. >>

especially Domain Name System Security Extensions
(DNSSEC), contain a mechanism to return trusted addresses as a result of name resolution.
XMPP, the envisioned communications substrate,
uses URNs for identifying a resource with which
one could “chat” and establish identity. While XMPP
might be the right communications substrate, a naming
system more like Autonomous Systems (AS) might be
more appropriate, in which case we are talking about
system-to-system federation. This represents one cloud
operator’s willingness to federate with another specific
cloud operator, to wit, each cloud operator may have
several availability zones or regions in their “cloud.”
How they manage their own internal cloud, and which
parts of it they choose to make available for Intercloud
federation is up to them. This mechanism is very analogous to the BGP policies they have in place for network transit.
We call the cloud equivalent of AS to be CS for “Cloud
System,” and continue to explore the considerations.
Just as in the Internet Exchange, AS management is the
job of the exchange routers or the route server. In the
Intercloud architecture, CS management is the job of
the Intercloud Exchange. Eventually, there will need be
some kind of numbering authority for the CS names, the
role for which IEEE has currently assumed.
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∙ Communications

As part of the proposed
topology, the Intercloud
Root providers would
be federated, and each
federated node in the
Intercloud topology
would independently
manage “root”
capabilities that would
include Cloud Resources
Directory Services, Trust
Authority, and Presence
Information. >>

Substrate
In the initial designs, the end clouds
will each have Intercloud Gateway code
affixed to them. They will support the
conversational protocol (XMPP) as well
as the transport protocol (Web Sockets).
The Intercloud Root is supporting the
conversational (XMPP) server system.
On top of the communications substrate there needs to be a services framework; and, though not as well thought
out yet, is imagined to be WebSockets as
described in Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) RFC 6455.
∙ Trust Infrastructure
From an Intercloud topology perspective,
Intercloud Roots will provide Public

Public
Access

Key Infrastructure (PKI) CA root-like
functionality. According to the current
PKI-based trust model, once the CA
authorizes the certificate for an entity,
the entity is either trusted or non-trusted.
However, in the cloud computing environment, especially in the Intercloud
environment, this model needs to be extended to have “Trust Zone” to go along
with the existing PKI-based trust model.
Intercloud exchanges will be responsible
for the “Trust Zone” model layered on
top of the PKI certificate-based trust
model.
∙ Audit Trail
The Root servers will support XMPP
audit trails. These implementations will
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Public
Cloud
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Cloud
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Reference Intercloud network topology and elements
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likely use XMPP S2S, but have not been designed
yet. Raw audit traffic will need to be folded
and reduced such that conversations relating to
decisions of fulfilling federation requests can
be reproduced and proven to have matched the
request in the most optimal way. In this way
arbitrage will be enabled and trusted.
∙ Semantic Resource Directory
In order for the Intercloud-capable Cloud instances to federate or otherwise interoperate resources, a Cloud Computing Resources Catalog
system is a necessary infrastructure. This catalog is the holistic and abstracted view of the computing resources across disparate cloud environments. Individual clouds will, in turn, utilize this
catalog to identify matching cloud resources. The
technologies for this are based on the Semantic
Web which provides for a way to add “meaning
and relatedness” to objects on the WWW. Cloud
Computing resources can be described, cataloged,
and mediated using semantic web ontologies,
implemented using Resource Description Framework (RDF) techniques.
● Intercloud Exchanges
Intercloud Exchanges will leverage the globally
dispersed resources catalog information hosted by
federated Intercloud Roots in order to match cloud
resources by applying certain Preferences and
Constraints to the resources. Due to the very large

size of the cloud ontology set in the Intercloud
environment, we are expecting a very large RDF
dataset. We believe that such a large RDF dataset
should be stored on a Distributed File System
such as HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System).
By storing the RDF dataset in HDFS and querying
with Hadoop “Map-Reduce” programs, results
will be returned quickly and efficiently.
Exchanges are the brokers and custodians
within a Domain-Based Trust environment for
their affiliated cloud providers. In other words,
cloud providers rely on the Intercloud exchanges
to manage trust. As part of the identification
process for matching desired cloud resources,
individual consumer cloud providers will signify
the required “Trust Zone” value such as “Local
Intercloud Exchange” domain or “Foreign
Intercloud Exchange.”

This exciting
project addresses
a part of Cloud
Computing,
which is still a
“grand challenge”
— global and
transparent
interoperability
among Cloud
Computing
operators. Our plan
and expectation
is that Intercloud
will soon become
a household word.
>>

Conclusion
This exciting project addresses a part of Cloud
Computing, which is still a “grand challenge”
— global and transparent interoperability among
Cloud Computing operators. Progress is being
made through contemporary processes that
include standards development and experimental
test-beds. Our plan and expectation is that
Intercloud will soon become a household
word.▲
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Smart Analytics
for Big Data
Shyam Sundar Sarkar
Dr. Sarkar is an
architect of Big Data
ecosystems in Cloudbased enterprises. In
addition to a number of
Silicon Valley startups,
he has worked with
Texas Instruments,
Unisys, Informix, and
Oracle. He invented
the “Nine Steps to Six
Sigma” methodology
for continuous business
processes optimization
inside a connected
enterprise, and is the
organizer for the San
Francisco Meetup chapter
for Big Data Science.

Enterprises are
always looking
to find actionable
insights into their
data. With Big
Data Analytics,
an enterprise
can find the
answer to
specific business
questions, boost
sales, increase
efficiency,
and improve
operations,
customer
service, and risk
management. >>
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A smart solution that
offers a single, integrated
view of all information and
business performance
metrics is needed to add
agility to decision making.
With Smart Analytics,
individuals in every
function in any industry
can leverage the results
to improve business
performance. >>

Big Data Analytics, Business Analytics, and
Smart Analytics
Analytics is the discovery and communication of
meaningful patterns in data by using statistics, computer algorithms, and operations research to quantify
performance. Companies apply analytical techniques
to business data in order to describe, predict, and
improve business processes and performance.
Business Analytics applies statistical methods to
business performance data to generate new insights
for business planning by presenting the data in a
visual form that is easy to understand.
Big Data Analytics uses specialized software tools
and applications to analyze very large sets of data.
Big Data Analytics helps enterprises to understand
and identify the data that is most important for driving
better business decisions in the future. Enterprises are
always looking to find actionable insights into their
data. With Big Data Analytics, an enterprise can find
the answer to specific business questions, boost sales,
increase efficiency, and improve operations, customer
service, and risk management.
A smart solution that offers a single, integrated
view of all information and business performance
metrics is needed to add agility to decision making.
With Smart Analytics, individuals in every function
in any industry can leverage the results to improve
business performance, as these examples show:
• Executives can monitor the health of the
enterprise in real time through dashboards, scorecards, and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for
smarter, faster decisions and better business outcomes.
• IT can use Smart Analytics to help speed business processes and business decisions, for example, by (1) determining when and where the
customer experience breaks down, (2) discovering
where inefficiencies lie in key business processes,
(3) revealing when and where performance problems affect the bottom line, (4) uncovering where
legal issues may arise (and how to prevent them),
(5) finding the root causes that result in customer

dissatisfaction, and (6) determining false indicators
from past data.
• Smart Analytics for IT can add value to algorithms
such as (1) event correlation analytics, (2) topological
relation analytics, (3) statistical pattern analytics,
(4) textual pattern analytics, (5) configuration
analytics, and (6) economic modeling analytics to
optimize the usefulness of the data.

• Marketing managers can perform better market
basket analysis, improve segmentation analysis for targeted marketing, refine requirements for future products,
develop offers and bundles for cross-selling and upselling, and perform better campaign management by
prospecting databases across all marketing channels.
• Sales managers can engage in real-time sales analytics across all sales channels and territories, identify regional gaps, track product demand, and better match sales
personnel to sales opportunities.
• Financial managers can monitor and analyze all aspects of financial performance and risk in real time for
budgeting, integration with R&D processes, and financial
reporting and compliance, as well as identifying customer
and supplier credit worthiness and fraud, and evaluating
revenue, costs, and profitability.
• Customer Care can work with a 360° view of customers to better serve their needs across all forms of communication and interaction, improving customer satisfaction and loyalty.
• Operations managers can manage supply chains in
real-time and better forecast inventories, more closely
matching supply to demand.
• Human Resource managers can more effectively
balance resources with business and R&D needs, finding
the right candidates for new openings.
With Big Data analytics, performance and capacity
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management
models require
real-time data
collection,
embedded
analytics, and the
ability to span
multiple data
source domains
intelligently. >>
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A cloud infrastructure suite dramatically simplifies R&D IT operations and integrates with sales,
marketing, and manufacturing ecosystems.

R&D Cloud
Infrastructure
(Elastic Virtual R&D
Platform)

R&D Cloud
Infrastructure with
Software-Defined
Networking and
Security

R&D Cloud
Infrastructure with
Software-Defined
Storage and
Software-Defined Big
Data Infrastructure

Smart Analytics automatically generated for C-level executives and managers within IT, sales,
marketing, manufacturing, and other ecosystems within the enterprise.

Software-Defined Smart Analytics for Software-Defined Data Centers and Smart R&D Platforms
management functions can improve business
operations across the entire enterprise. Big Data
Analytics enables (1) correlating business processes
with IT performance, (2) understanding how changes
in business processes impact IT, (3) parsing IT costs
by business unit/process, and (4) understanding
business process performance at the server, storage,
and network component level.

Software-Defined Data Centers
Software-Defined Data Centers (SDDCs) enable control over all aspects of the data center —
computing, networking, and storage — through
hardware-independent management and virtualization software. The SDDCs orchestrate, coordinate, and apply resources from the server,
storage, and networking pools to ensure that
the applications or services meet the capacity,
availability, and response time that the business
requires. This becomes possible when IT infrastructures evolve into more-scalable and manageable resources through the abstraction of servers,
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storage, networks, and applications, which makes
these resources available to users as software-based
services.
SDDC management models require real-time data
collection, embedded analytics, and the ability to
span multiple data source domains intelligently. The
analytics can then meet different goals for increasing
efficiency, reducing cost, and performing root
cause analysis. Goals may also include workloadcentric optimizations, global cost reduction, and improvement of energy efficiency along with global
availability.
Thus, Smart Analytics become an essential component for reporting all kinds of knowledge within
the SDDCs.

Smart R&D Cloud-Based Platform
A smart R&D platform based on private cloud infrastructure has a virtualized environment similar to
the infrastructure and services available in a SDDC
for cloud management, interface, elasticity, and
scalability. A smart R&D platform enables sales,

marketing, manufacturing, and other business
centers to align seamlessly with R&D and IT
processes for maintaining competitive advantage,
spurring innovation, and developing better products. Smart Analytics is one of the essential
components of cloud-based R&D platforms.
The figure on the opposite page shows an R&D
platform with Smart Analytics and software-defined servers, networking, and storage.
Software-defined Smart Analytics can analyze
and generate all types of insights and reports
based on complex analyses of combinations of
IT and business processes. SDDC or R&D cloud
platforms consist of a set of virtual or physical
servers where applications draw resources from
a heterogeneous collection of computing, networking, and storage resources. The ultimate
goal of the SDDCs or R&D cloud platforms is to
provide a set of software management tools that
do not rely on proprietary solutions, making the
initial setup and on-going optimization of Big
Data application environments and continuous
process improvement environments seamless for
Smart Analytics.
With a collection of software-defined computing resources, software-defined network,
Software-Defined Storage (SDS), a softwaredefined Hadoop MapReduce system, and other
software-defined resources, organizations can
define, manage, and optimize software-defined
Smart Analytics. From a business perspective,
transitioning to SDDCs or R&D cloud-based
platforms increases resource sharing and security
while providing better business alignment of the
IT infrastructure and rapid provision of applications for enhanced agility. In this process, the
SDDC or R&D cloud platform becomes more
than a technology transition — it is a comprehensive paradigm shift away from a purely
technology-centric approach to enterprise IT,
towards truly delivering business solutions
and values. Software-defined Smart Analytics
enables such a paradigm shift.
Big Data is forcing enterprises to adapt
storage methodologies beyond traditional file

A smart R&D
platform enables
sales, marketing,
manufacturing,
and other business
centers to align
seamlessly with R&D
and IT processes
for maintaining
competitive advantage,
spurring innovation,
and developing better
products. Smart
Analytics is one of the
essential components
of cloud-based R&D
platforms. >>

and block storage. Object stores and SDS
mechanisms, in particular, are quickly gaining
footholds in organizations that need to store
massive amounts of unstructured data for Big
Data Analytics. Some vendors are promoting
object stores with new “data-defined” storage
techniques. The concept of SDS aims at making
storage “application-aware” and enabling server
administrators, application managers, and even
developers to request and provision storage in
a policy-driven, self-service manner. Once provisioned, storage can be monitored and managed
within its application context according to SLAs
and performance requirements. Software-defined
Smart Analytics can then exploit these “datadefined” storage facilities for machine learning
and Big Data Analytics.
Software-defined Smart Analytics can leverage more application-centric and more automated networking infrastructure by using
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and network virtualization. Network virtualization
is an evolutionary step from intra-hypervisor
virtual switching and multi-hypervisor distributed switching. Virtual network overlays are
programmable, offering APIs that can be connected into orchestration and automation platforms for Big Data transfers, transformations,
and analytics.
The integration of software-defined Smart
Analytics with enterprise processes running
within the corporate SDDC or R&D cloudbased platform presents a significant challenge
to enterprises. Software-defined Smart Analytics
must include application and data storage
patterns within their code and specifications for
different marketing, sales, manufacturing, and
IT requirements in order to run the application
in a compliant and cost-effective manner. These
patterns can also help systems and storage management software to automatically initiate
troubleshooting measures as, for example, in the
case of performance deterioration over Big Data
storage systems, over a network during Big Data
transfer, or over a security breach.▲
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Cloud Computing
in ICT’s World of Duality
Li Lijun

Modern
enterprises with
core competency
in IT are poised
to thrive in
the new ICT
climate of cloud
computing and
Big Data. >>

| By Li Lijun, Product Manager, Huawei CEE and Nordic European Region Data
Center Solution Sales Department

C

loud computing enhances the value of IT for enterprises. Instead of simply
using IT for productivity gains and cost reduction, many companies are merging
communications and network technologies into a unified cloud architecture that,
underpinned by Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), drives network virtualization.
Companies with a deep and precise understanding
of the changing environment can adapt well and
establish alliances that will help them thrive amid
ICT transformation in the new ecosystem.
Although IT and Communications Technology
(CT) follow separate paths of development, they have
come to be intertwined and interacting in ways that
have synthesized a variety of innovative concepts,
such as virtualization, Software-Defined-X, and the
Internet of Things. When it is difficult to determine
if a particular platform is an information technology
or a computer technology, it is possible that only the
term “ICT” is applicable.

Information Industry Model
Today’s information industry model classifies ICT
into three areas, as shown in Figure 1. Conceptually,
the ICT industry is best represented by Big Data and
cloud computing. Technically, it is based on IT and
CT. For implementation, Internet Data Center (IDC)
and Enterprise Data Center (EDC) are the two major
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Figure 1. Information industry model
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factors.
Big Data and cloud computing are
interdependent concepts resulting from
IT development. Big Data describes a
virtualized objective world, while cloud
computing comprises virtualized ICT
resources. When cloud computing was
conceived, virtualization empowered it to
meet the needs of Big Data applications.
Consequently, cloud computing has
gradually penetrated into the production
areas of various industries.
As a system responsible for organizing
the production activities of an enterprise,
an EDC is designed to improve the
operational efficiency of its production
units. Implementing its functions
requires simplifying the paths through
which information is disseminated
throughout the enterprise, the integration of business
processes, use of Big Data applications, adoption
of flatter organizational structures, and extension
of digitalization to the furthest nodes of the organizational structure.
A virtualized EDC is a cloud computing platform
presented as a “private cloud” that allows a high
degree of information sharing within the enterprise.
Although this cloud computing platform also
disseminates information, its primary functions are
information gathering, analysis, and decision-making;
therefore, an EDC more closely resembles an IT
system that adopts computer technologies than a CT
system.
An IDC is an information dissemination system
designed to improve information exchange and
communication experiences, for social networking
and other media services. Implementing its functions

Big Data and cloud computing are
interdependent concepts resulting from
IT development. Big Data describes a
virtualized objective world, while cloud
computing comprises virtualized ICT
resources. When cloud computing was
conceived, virtualization empowered
it to meet the needs of Big Data
applications. >>

requires simplifying the paths through which information is disseminated.
A virtualized IDC is a cloud computing platform
presented as a “public cloud.” Although it is also
used to process information, its primary functions are
information correlation, sharing, and dissemination;
therefore, an IDC more closely resembles a CT system
that adopts information technologies than an IT
system.

Duality: Cloud Computing and Virtualization
Today's ICT systems are built upon both cloud computing and virtualization technologies: with cloud
computing manifesting external to ICT systems, and
virtualization being inherently internal. The contrast
between the two technologies illustrates a duality at
the core of the ICT platform, as shown in Figure 2 (see
overleaf).
Cloud computing provides agile services. Outside,
it provides comprehensive services to ensure service availability. The technical services inside the
cloud support continuous process optimizations —
inheritable and iterative — that enable a smooth evolution of services over the service life from systemlaunch to system-maturity.
Cloud computing is a platform for delivering intelligent services. Being able to receive information
and understand requirements from external resources;
the cloud platform can then apply its internal processes
to process the request and automatically respond.
Cloud computing supports automated responses to
requirements, imbuing them with enhanced mobility
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Figure 2. The duality of an ICT system in the
Big Data era
and free customization potential. Examples of
intelligent services include Software-Defined
Radio (SDR) and Software-Defined Networking
(SDN). Cloud computing is platform built to
understand external service requests, and grow
because of the ability to manage the cost of resources between peak events. Cloud platforms are
built to anticipate a defined range of resource requests, and also to anticipate a growing range of
applications-on-demand.
From the inside view of an ICT system, virtualization is the method for implementing cloud
computing. Cloud services provided on cloud
platforms constitute cloud computing. The intention is that cloud platforms are extremely and inherently agile, designed to provide end-to-end services for various applications. The fundamental
idea of X-as-a-Service (XaaS) is the availability of
accessing packaged resources on-demand. Service
resources within the each cloud plant are built on a
foundation of three basic features:
• Isolation: Cloud platforms provide comprehensive services to all applications that meet
specified requirements. Service applications use
cloud services at layers of abstraction above the
internal details of the cloud platform.
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Cloud computing
resources are not
deployed from
scratch, Instead,
by upgrading
and restructuring
existing ICT
processes to
accommodate
cloud services. In
all cases, the goal
for restructuring
is to calculate
optimized
cloud platform
configurations. >>

• Interaction: Cloud platforms exchange information with service applications through
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
This implementation of ICT intelligence supports
dynamic service customization.
• Ease of accessibility: Since cloud platforms
are highly mobile, and are able to deliver ondemand, ubiquitous access to services for distribution over Wide Area Networks (WANs).

Restructuring for Effective Cloud
Operations
The job of cloud services is to organize and
allocate resources. Unlike conventional ICT services, cloud computing resources are not deployed from scratch, Instead, by upgrading and
restructuring existing ICT processes to accommodate cloud services. In all cases, the goal for
restructuring is to calculate optimized cloud platform configurations.
Restructuring improves operational efficiency
and the service application usability, the results of
which are agile and intelligent cloud services. Open
APIs provide access for external services to reach
the virtualization engines internal to the cloud.
A critical issue in all cases is if the volume of
data in an ICT system is allowed to grow without constraint. Without a timely intervention, the
system would soon collapse — for which either
system component optimization or system restructuring will solve the crisis.
There are four key considerations in the solution: Decoupling, Convergence, Open Access, and
Intelligence.
• Decoupling simplifies processes by establishing direct paths for sharing information flows,
which creates the benefit of shrinking device count
and the floor space required to deploy services at
scale. Aggressive measures are taken to minimize
redundancy, reduce dirty data, and eliminate ineffective processes.
• Convergence extricates and normalizes the
base functionality of resource and service interoperation — the success for which is expressed as
consistent services, uniformly scheduled and with

managed levels. The result is the foundation for an
ordered expansion of the ICT system.
• Open Access is a precondition for terminal and
service interfaces that must be updated from the SDN
host.
SDN provides an example paradigm for trading
monolithic devices with limited access to root level
activities for CT systems that divide the Application,
Control, and Device layers — a physical and logical
separation of network resource management from
data packet processing and packet forwarding.
Among other unique devices, Huawei provides a
programmable Ethernet Network Processor — ENP
Transformer 1.0 — for users to access service application systems.
• Intelligence is expressed by two critical cloud
service characteristics: First, external requirements
information, exchanged between systems, enables the
seamless integration of services delivered by the cloud
platform. Second, internal requirements information
can be processed in coordination between platforms.
SDN is required because the physical world is dynamic
and networks must be modifiable. Only by being
modifiable can networks provide optimal on-demand
services to users and maximally utilize ICT resources.
In the Big Data era, ICT tasks follow a long-tailed
distribution pattern characterized by irregular demand

bursts and variable patterns of mobility.
Huawei has rich experience in Component Restructuring, including the SingleRAN solution based
on the horizontal convergence of GSM/UMTS/LTE
(GUL) and the integrated U2000 Unified Network
Management System that has combined the N2000
and I2000 solutions.
Process Restructuring involves vertical convergence
of cloud system services. Among the solutions is
the uniform planning of multiple layered Optical
Transport Network Interfaces (ONI) to minimize redundancy. Optical overhead Channels (QoCs) can be
uniformly implemented when the transmission modes
of IPv4, Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), and
Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM) complete
their evolution to IPv6 and OTN.

ICT
technologies
continue to
evolve to meet
the needs of a
growing market.
The demand
for greater
efficiency and
flexibility is an
unending need
that focuses the
conversation on
the evolution of
open, pragmatic
services that
are responsive
to customer
needs. >>

ICT Drives to Meet Unchanging Needs
ICT technologies continue to evolve to meet the
needs of a growing market. The demand for greater
efficiency and flexibility is an unending need that
focuses the conversation on the evolution of open,
pragmatic services that are responsive to customer
needs. As new technologies emerge, cloud computing
is poised to play a strong continuing role in maximizing the benefits of ICT’s dual origins from the IT
and CT sectors.▲
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When Buildings Meet the
Internet of Things
Yu Jingwei

Buildings
converging with
the Internet of
Things (IoT)
can create
benefits beyond
a reduction of
energy usage. >>

| By Yu Jingwei, Huawei Switch & Enterprise Communications Marketing Execution Department

Buildings engineered
for state-of-the-art
energy management
will keep and
track statistics
on the pattern
of consumption
for each device
connected to the IoT
network, in order
for building owners
to better monitor
and manage the
costs for resource
consumption and
upkeep. >>

Challenges of Energy and Climate
With the rapid economic developments of the
early 21st century, the increased cost and gradual
depletion of traditional sources of electrical energy
is occurring in parallel. The fact and consequences
of climate change is an additional, persistent
challenge. The accurate prediction of future energy
consumption is essential to achieving sustainable
development.
According to statistics released by the International Energy Agency (IEA), surpassing industry
and transportation, the use and occupation of
buildings amounts to around 40 percent of primary
energy consumption in most IEA countries.
Although developed countries in Europe and
America are home to less than 20 percent of the
world’s populations, they contribute to about 70
percent of the total energy consumption worldwide.
Lowering energy consumption in the buildings of
these countries will positively impact the reduction
of energy and escalating climate crises.

Improving Energy Efficiency

The energy crisis of the 1980s led to explorations
in an improvement in the energy efficiency of
buildings. The result is that building designers
now routinely include environmental factors, such
as calculations of sunshine and wind direction, in
the planning of heating and ventilation systems.
In addition, building material innovations are
used to improve thermal insulation, which further
reduces energy use. Another principle energy reduction tactic is the use of mixed high-voltage
and low-voltage electrical systems in buildings
for automated cooling, LED lighting, and energyefficient electrical appliances.
Such buildings are considered to be energyefficient or “green” because of their contributions to
energy conservation and carbon emission reduction.
While many countries are actively promoting the
energy-efficient construction of new buildings,
there are many challenges remaining; for example,
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it is cost-prohibitive, and often a risk to structural
integrity, to retrofit existing buildings with modern
electrical systems.

Making Buildings Smart
In 2005, the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) released a report, ITU Internet Reports
2005: The Internet of Things, which describes
engineering concepts and their consequences in the
era of the “Internet of Things.”
The IoT can be divided into the following layers:
sensing, network, and application that correspond to

the following architectural concepts:
• Device — Comprised of a sensor layer to monitor
and collect ambient building parameters, such as humidity, temperature, brightness, and motion. ZigBee wireless
sensor networks are deployed in the form of small boxes
that, once installed, automatically form a mesh network
that eliminates the need for additional cabling or physical
modification.
• Pipe — IoT gateways that are equipped with interfaces to connect sensor networks with WAN-IP networks. If and when IoT gateways are disconnected from
the cloud, the sensor collection platforms continue to

collect data and execute controller-originated actions
based on programmed policies for energy consumption
management.
• Cloud — IoT gateways forward the collected sensor
data to system administrators through Building Energy
Management Systems, or BEMs.
As a result, a smart building on a sunny day is lit
inside by natural light because the building has compensated by either dimming the lights, or switching
them off entirely. Energy consumption is lowered while
the rooms remain sufficiently lit. On hot, humid days,
automated buildings will cool indoor temperatures to
appropriate levels and add a dehumidifying mode. Over
the course of an evening, lights and air-conditioners will
be automatically switched-off in unoccupied areas while
lights and air-conditioners remain on in rooms that are
occupied.
Buildings engineered for state-of-the-art energy management will keep and track statistics on the pattern
of consumption for each device connected to the IoT
network — lights, heating and air conditioning, as well
as other electrical appliances within it — in order for
building owners to better monitor and manage the costs
for resource consumption and upkeep.▲
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VTM — The Omni-Channel
Banking Experience
Liu Yihong

| By Liu Yihong, VTM Product Director, Huawei Switch & Enterprise Communications Product Line
Ni Haibo, Marketing Manager, Huawei Switch & Enterprise Communications Product Line

he changing landscape of the Internet, ICT technologies, and financial regulations are causing banks
to shift their organizational structures and operating models to provide diversified and personalized
financial services to their customers. To adapt to and profit from a new era of Internet finance, retail
banks are increasingly seeking ways to attract new customers and improve existing customer loyalty while
lowering operating costs and mitigating risks.

T

Diversified Banking Service Channels
Ni Haibo

The financial
industry is
providing
anytime,
anywhere,
banking
services to
build customercentric banking
experiences. >>

The trend of smart, omni-channel banking is a
change from traditional models of branch offices and
self-service kiosks. Today’s direction has evolved
to a multi-layered model that features flagship
offices, full-service offices, specialized outlets, mini
offices or community banks, and online services.
The conventional online services model has begun
to diversify to include voice, video, and Instant

Messaging (IM) that allow customers to access
services on tablets, personal computers, and mobile
devices.
To maximize the impact of this trend toward omnichannel banking, Huawei has launched the Virtual
Teller Machine (VTM) Solution. Using a VTM multimedia collaboration platform that provides remote
access to bank tellers, the VTM Solution gives banks
the ability to provide ubiquitous counter services.

In recent years, the number of VTM
equipment manufacturers and business
software suppliers has increased, and
VTM applications have evolved to provide
a more complete range of services.

Community Banking Facilitates
Convenience
The term community banking is not only
a geographic concept, but also refers to
smaller banking institutions providing
services to individuals and local businesses. Currently, commercial banks in
China use community banking to provide
convenient services to targeted customers.
Communication circular Number 227,
issued December 2013 by the China
Banking Regulatory Commission, stipulates that only attended and unattended
modes of community banking are allowed.
Banks operating in the attended mode
must be licensed, whereas banks operating
in unattended mode are only able to provide self-help services. After several years
of development, China’s VTM remote
banking solutions have improved, and
VTM platform deployment has gained
momentum. The result is that VTMs are
now the preferred method for deploying
community banking services with remote
tellers.

Mobile Banking Boosts Service
Efficiency
Mobile banking improves user experience
with improved service efficiency. As
smart phones and tablets have become
broadly available, and network bandwidth
continued to improve, users appreciate
having access to banking services through
the mobile channel. Current mobile
banking services have been devised to
provide transaction support services, as
opposed to any services that had required
face-to-face communication, such as
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The Huawei
VTM multimedia
collaboration platform
converges virtual
and counter-based
banking services that
combine to provide
elements of community
banking alongside
the convenience of
home and other mobile
banking services. >>

wealth management or new account
enquiries. With the explosion of LTE and
Wi-Fi network coverage, banks are leveraging VTM multimedia platforms to
extend conventional banking services and
provide a much wider range of customer
services.
VTM solutions allow account managers
to carry tablets equipped to provide counter
services to enterprises, door-to-door; bank
consultants are able to use PCs or other
terminals from their offices to provide faceto-face consultations to global customers;
and customers using mobile phones or
tablets can to access banking services anytime, anywhere, and receive real-time assistance from bank tellers.

Home Banking for Everyone
Traditionally, when users have been locked
out of their bank accounts or need special
assistance with a wealth management portfolio, they must visit a local branch. Or,
if immediate help from a bank employee
was required during non-business hours,
they would have to wait for a branch
location to open. With home banking, immediate support and face-to-face communication is possible over a variety of terminals or devices, 24/7. A combination of
ICT technologies are employed to ensure
secure, reliable, and convenient services
any time and include end-to-end encryption, high-definition video, remote assistance, and remote application sharing. The
recent popularity of network-enabled television promises that bank customers will
be able to enjoy the convenience of counter
services from their living rooms.
The Huawei VTM multimedia collaboration platform converges virtual and
counter-based banking services that combine to provide elements of community
banking alongside the convenience of home
and other mobile banking services.▲
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Quick Deployment of
Broadband Trunking
Ye Qinyan

eLTE Rapid is a
portable solution
for industries
requiring voice
trunking, data
transport, and
High-Definition
(HD) video
services. >>

| By Ye Qinyan, Huawei Enterprise Marketing Execution Department

T

he government and commercial agencies commissioned to handle civil emergencies and natural
disasters require a flexible, reliable broadband communication solution dedicated to address specific
challenges. For example, parties who must perform search and rescue operations in areas with weak
or no network coverage require flexibility in network capacity to enable services. If and when communications
facilities are seriously damaged, first responders must immediately establish a broadband link with the
command center for transmitting on-site video and receiving visual data, such as maps and relief instructions.

When emergency service repair has to be performed in extreme outdoor environments, on-site
personnel need to transmit images from their location
to experts who are off-site for remote guidance. Or,
in a case that calls for both public safety and convenience, for instance a major sporting event, the
local telecommunication network may become overburdened and supplemental bandwidth deployed
from a private network to ensure quality of service.
Huawei has developed a single, powerful solution
to solve such challenges — the eLTE Rapid Deployment Broadband Trunking System, or eLTE Rapid.
eLTE Rapid is a compact, integrated system designed

to deploy emergency broadband trunking services
quickly, or add additional bandwidth for timesensitive situations.

Performing in Harsh Environments
The eLTE Rapid system, a broadband multimedia
digital trunking system, is based on Huawei’s
industry-leading LTE platform. The eLTE Rapid
solution provides multimedia services that include
voice trunking, data acquisition and transport,
Geographic Information System (GIS), short messaging, and HD video. One eLTE Rapid system
supports up to 20 trunking groups, 40 simultaneous

A responder deploys the eLTE Rapid system
voice or video calls, and a maximum of 100
users. The coverage radius is 2 to 8 kilometers, and the group call setup time is less
than 300 ms. Each system provides preconfigured trunk groups that eliminate the
need for registration, network planning, or
parameter configuration.
Huawei’s eLTE Rapid system offers robust
security, and is highly reliable and easily
scalable. The system supports satellite, radio,
wired network, and other transmission modes
for exchanging information or interworking
with existing remote emergency command
systems. Designed for high performance in
harsh environmental conditions, the eLTE Rapid is often used to provide emergency communications and broadband access for governments and public security agencies, as well
as in the transportation, energy, and electric
power industries.

Compact Design
The eLTE Rapid end-to-end solution incorporates custom chips, terminals, and applications. Essential system components include a laptop, a processing unit, and an RF
unit. The laptop runs the eOMC network
management software and dispatching console
eDC system software. The processing unit
houses the eSCN231 core network module
along with the Multimedia Dispatching and
Processing Center (eMDC), while the RF
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unit houses the eRRU. Optional components
include a power unit, on-board accessories,
and an antenna unit. The power unit consists
of an uninterruptable power supply specified to
last for at least four and a half hours. With light
rain or strong winds, the main unit and power
unit will continue to work for a short period
of time without being covered. The RF and
antenna units will operate continuously even
during prolonged downpours.

As of Q3, 2014,
Huawei had signed
contracts with sixtysix enterprise LTE
network customers
across in a wide
variety of industries,
including eleven
transportation, six
electric power, five
energy, and nine
wireless Internet
Service Providers,
as well as thirtyfive government
agencies. >>

Rapid Deployment
The Huawei eLTE Rapid platform can be
vehicle-mounted or deployed in portable,
ruggedized road cases. Without the need for
tools, the compact case design of eLTE Rapid
enables set-up within minutes. The road cases
are light enough to be carried on the backs
of first-responders if road conditions have
deteriorated or the terrain is inaccessible to
vehicles.
As of Q3, 2014, Huawei had signed contracts
with sixty-six enterprise LTE network customers
across in a wide variety of industries, including
eleven transportation, six electric power, five
energy, and nine wireless Internet Service
Providers, as well as thirty-five government
agencies. Huawei eLTE products and solutions
have also been successfully deployed in the
eGovernment private networks of the Nanjing
and Tianjin municipalities, as well as the Safe
Lijiang project in Guilin, Guangxi.▲
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Duan Aiqing

Cinema-like
immersive
experiences
seamlessly
integrate video
conferencing,
surveillance
video, and data
transfer to
support efficient,
visualized
decisionmaking. >>

MAX PRESENCE: Agile Decision
Making for Video Conferencing
| By Duan Aiqing, Manager, Huawei Switch & Enterprise Communications Branding Department

M

ore and more video conferencing users are deploying High-Definition (HD) systems in small- and
medium-size businesses to improve image quality. Conventional systems, however, cannot provide
an extended ability that allows additional participants or conference sites to view videos at the same

time.

Huawei’s MAX PRESENCE system offers a
cinema-like immersive experience that seamlessly
integrates video conferencing with surveillance video
and data transfer that enables two-way visualized
decision-making a reality.
MAX PRESENCE incorporates an array of patented technologies that includes the co-optical
panoramic imaging, Super Error Concealment (SEC),
and lossless audio compression that, combined,
provide superior HD video conference experiences.

Panoramic View
Featuring ten extra-large, 70-inch Digital Light

Processing (DLP) high-contrast displays, MAX
PRESENCE reproduces lifelike images. The system
also offers ultra-wide panoramic video capture to
enhance the communications experience.
The MAX PRESENCE system integrates four
1080p channels into the videoconferencing display,
and simultaneously transmits three video streams and
one content-sharing stream. When multiple desktops
are sharing content through Video Graphics Array
(VGA) connectors, users can effortlessly switch
between content streams by simply pressing the Shiftkey on the keyboard. Optionally, MAX PRESENCE
supports the multiplexing of four video signals into a

single channel.
The system is also compliant with Advanced
Audio Coding - Low Delay (AAC-LD) that,
together with multi-channel sound localization,
enable users to experience high-fidelity audio
— for instance, the voice activation function
enables the system to automatically present the
video from the site with the loudest voice in a
multi-party conference.

Four Display Modes
MAX PRESENCE offers four display modes
for maximum user flexibility: Reporting,
Panoramic Discussion, Full System, and Emergency Command.
• In Reporting Mode, the system focuses
on the speaker for close-ups onto the full HD
ultra-wide display, enabling participants to
concentrate on the speaker.
• In Panoramic Consultation Mode, MAX
PRESENCE composites a complete panoramic
presence onto the ultra-wide display to add
impact to the live communication experience.
• In Full System Mode, each screen displays
one site for multi-party conferences, which
allows participants to view HD video feeds
from up to ten sites.
• In Emergency Command Mode, video
conferencing feeds are combined with surveillance video and data, enabling participants
to view videos from the Command Center
and seven other sites, implementing two-way
visualized emergency command.

Visualized Command
Depending on bottom-layer protocol interoperability, MAX PRESENCE can interoperate with video surveillance systems and
function as a Command Center for facilitating consultation, decision-making, and scheduling. The video surveillance systems collect
source materials that can be presented to the
Command Center for visualized emergency
command that provides enhanced response and
efficiency.
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MAX
PRESENCE
offers four
display modes
for maximum
user flexibility:
Reporting,
Panoramic
Discussion,
Full System,
and Emergency
Command. >>

The Huawei VCN3000 is the core component of an all-in-one video surveillance
platform. The adoption of N+0 cloud cluster
technology allows users to implement backups
for N devices without the need to purchase
additional backup devices.
The VCN3000 is an open architecture
system that supports dynamic load balancing
across cloud nodes to ensure reliability. When
a node is faulty, an active node automatically
acquires services provided by the faulty node,
resulting in significant improvement in video
surveillance reliability. The VCN3000 also
provides protection mechanisms at important
hardware and system layers in order to deliver
high service continuity and data integrity.

Building a Flagship Telepresence
System
Huawei’s MAX PRESENCE system employs a
single, unified transportation map for real-time
command and scheduling:
• In traffic surveillance scenarios, MAX
PRESENCE can be deployed at transportation
Command Center and interoperates with road
surveillance systems. Its large screen allows
users to check vehicular, traffic conditions at a
glance.
• In emergency command scenarios, the
visual scheduling platform helps mitigate information silos by enabling video convergence
across upper-layer and lower-layer surveillance
systems.
• In administrative conference scenarios,
MAX PRESENCE supports access by a variety of endpoints, including panoramic and
RoomPresence (RP) telepresence products,
as well as HD videoconferencing products.
The ability to cascade Huawei Multi-point
Control Units (MCUs) enables the system to
scale easily when customers have expansion
demands.
Intuitive and efficient, the Huawei MAX
PRESENCE also works extremely well as a
remote training and operations data display.▲
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Smart City Collaboration

— An Interview with Hexagon Solutions
Horst Harbauer
Business
Development
Manager of
Hexagon Solutions

The concept of
a Smart City is
to improve the
communication
between different
departments,
to improve the
efficiency of
different vertical
units, and to
enable different
departments to
work together
better. The
combination of
applications and
communications
is really the core
of a Smart City
concept. >>

| By ICT Insights

ICT Insights: What do you think are the difficulties in Smart City
implementations, and how can we overcome these difficulties?
Dr. Harbauer: I think the message is, “You cannot eat an elephant
with one bite.” This is from a humorous story about how to eat
an elephant. You need to eat one bite at a time. For Smart Cities,
you may need to start with a Safe City, with emergency services,
and then implement a few other ones and, finally, integrate them
into a Smart City. Don’t try to do everything at the same time,
because it would be too complex and carry a risk that it could
fail. Doing things step by step would be on the safe side of
implementation.
ICT Insights: What do you think are the differences between a
Safe City and a Smart City?
Dr. Harbauer: A Safe City is more orientated towards the police,
emergency, and fire response, and emergency rooms. The Smart
City is a broader item. I personally see a Safe City as part of a
Smart City. They are vertical components of the total story.

A

t the “2014 Huawei Cloud Computing Conference,” ICT Insights interviewed Dr. Horst Harbauer,
Business Development Manager of Hexagon Solutions, about Smart City technology.

ICT Insights: Dr. Harbauer, would you please
describe the position of Hexagon in the industry, and
especially your Smart City solutions?
Dr. Harbauer: Hexagon is a Swedish company with a
global presence, headquartered in London. About five
years ago, Hexagon acquired Intergraph Corporation.
About one year ago, Hexagon formed a new division
called Hexagon Solutions to create synergies between
different components of the Hexagon Company,
as well as partner companies, to make complete
solutions. One very important partner company for
communication and IT is Huawei. We are forming
this partnership for building Smart City solutions,
especially the Safe City.
ICT Insights: Considering the Smart City as an
emerging concept, what features could be included?
D r. H a r b a u e r : I n t h e H e x a g o n a n d H u a w e i
partnership, we can provide many important com-
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important element. Hexagon develops the applications. This
combination of applications and communications is really the
core of a Smart City concept.

ponents for Smart Cities. Huawei is providing the
communication and information technology. I see
it acting like glue between different applications.
Hexagon provides many applications for vertical
units of a Smart City such as police, fire, emergency
services, traffic management and transportation,
city planning, electric supply, gas supply, and some
others. We have the dedicated vertical applications
as well as geo-spatial data — another key advantage
we have — and they all need to be connected by
communication.

ICT Insights: Hexagon has many success stories all over the
world. Could you give us some typical examples of projects?
Dr. Harbauer: Let’s start with traffic management and urban
transportation in the Brazilian city of Sao Paulo, which has a
population of 25 million. They’re using our software systems
to manage the traffic, bus lines, and traffic lights. This is
one element. Let’s switch to Zurich, Switzerland. They have
combined operation centers for police, emergency services,
and fire into one combined operation center. Then let’s go to
Dusseldorf, Germany. They have many elements in a common
municipality computer center. They’re doing city planning,
environmental planning, sewage planning, and some other
elements. You see that different areas are starting from different
points, but they are all going in the same direction.

ICT Insights: What is the vision of the Smart City?
Dr. Harbauer: In general, the concept of a Smart City
is to improve the communication between different
departments, to improve the efficiency of different
vertical units, and to enable different departments to
work together better. Here you can see immediately
that communication, which Huawei provides, is an

ICT Insights: What kind of cooperation do you think is needed
in Smart City implementation? Which is better, choosing one
supplier for all products and solutions or many suppliers in
separate areas to provide the products and solutions together?
Dr. Harbauer: This is the dream, let’s say, when we see that
Huawei and Hexagon together could provide everything. This
would be the easiest solution, but looking more to reality, many

In the Hexagon and Huawei partnership, we can
provide many important components for Smart
Cities. Huawei provides the communication
and information technology. Hexagon provides
many applications for vertical units of a Smart
City, and they all need to be connected by
communication. >>

cities have already started with some components. So we need
to interface with and integrate existing components, especially
specialized applications from some specialized companies.
We are not starting from scratch, so we need to integrate these
applications.

ICT Insights: What’s your opinion about the advantages of
Hexagon and Huawei working together? What benefits can we
provide to customers?
Dr. Harbauer: The combination is an advantage. I personally
see Huawei as the leading technology provider for LTE, a nextgeneration communication system. In Europe many years back, the
European government established an initiative called TETRA that
resulted in a digital radio application. But TETRA is very slow,
with limited bandwidth. Now, even for Europe and other areas,
LTE is a very modern, high-capacity, and high-bandwidth wireless
communication system. This could include radio, telephony, video,
and social media. All these elements that you need to integrate into
your Smart City system are provided by enterprise LTE — eLTE,
as Huawei calls it. I think it’s a perfect combination.
ICT Insights: Hexagon and Huawei established a joint innovation
lab in July 2014. What is the purpose of this lab?
Dr. Harbauer: The lab is to showcase to the public what we are
able to provide. We want to show our customers that we are able to
execute what we say in our presentations, not just offering theory.
ICT Insights: What is the goal of the Hexagon and Huawei
cooperation? And how about the progress so far?
Dr. Harbauer: I think that it’s moving fast. We started to get to
know each other about a year ago, and then Huawei started to
build the first integration. We identified opportunities worldwide,
and they are now ready to pursue them, hopefully in the next few
weeks or months. So this is quite rapid development. I’m looking
forward to a lot of successes here.▲
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eLTE Visual Command and
Dispatch
Zhou Jian
General Manager
of Shanghai
3G Electronic
Engineering Co.,
Ltd.

The use of
Huawei eLTE
products has
expanded the
reach of 3G
Electronic
Engineering
Co., Ltd. in
the Shanghai
security
market. >>

| By ICT Insights

3

G Electronic Engineering Co., Ltd. (3G) has provided the command center security systems for
a number of major events hosted by the City of Shanghai, including World Expo, FINA World
Championships, and the F1 Grand Prix.

To learn more detail of how 3G has employed
Huawei’s enterprise LTE technology to deliver these
large-scale, flexible security solutions, ICT Insights
interviewed the company’s General Manager, Mr.
Zhou Jian.

ICT Insights: What are the core services of 3G
Electronics? Which customers have deployed your
products and solutions?
Zhou Jian: 3G Electronics specializes in developing
and integrating wireless command and dispatch
systems that also incorporate geographical
information and security protection. Our products
have been widely deployed by customers across
a variety of fields, including public security, firefighting, rail transport, ship harbors, airports, and
civil aviation.
3G has two core services: command center and
Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV). Successful com-

mand center projects have included World Expo
2010 , the largest Expo ever held, which attracted
more than 73 million visitors, the 14 th FINA World
Championships for swimming , the F1 Grand Prix ,
and systems for the Shanghai fire services and
customs departments. Our command center products
have also been deployed in Nanning and Chengdu
to facilitate emergency response. Our Closed-Circuit
Television (CCTV) video surveillance system was
also deployed during the World Expo 2010 to support
the ability for the Shanghai Organizing Committee to
connect thousands of surveillance cameras.
3G Electronics continues to work closely with
Huawei to develop additional eLTE-based wireless
dispatch systems for our customers in Shanghai.

ICT Insights: Can you tell us more about the benefits
3G gains by working in partnership with Huawei?
Zhou Jian: We have been working with Huawei

since 2012 to develop and integrate eLTE-based
communication solutions. In 2013, we jointly built
an eLTE trial network for the Shanghai police, and
in 2014, deployed eLTE systems in Pudong and
Huangpu districts.
Our motivation to continue working with Huawei
is driven by their diverse and expanding collection
of ICT and eLTE products that support the security
industry. Huawei continues to bring substantial
advantages to the markets served by 3G Electronics.

ICT Insights: How do you expect that Huawei eLTE
systems will support the business growth of 3G
Electronics?
Zhou Jian: Security guarantees for large-scale
events require multiple activities to be carried out
on-site by command personnel. For past events, we
would set up makeshift command centers by laying
cable for wired communication — consuming large
amounts labor and cash resources. Communication
systems based on eLTE networks allow the establishment of mobile commands without the need
for complex cabling. The result is enhanced command efficiency. And, although it is a wireless communication solution, eLTE provides sufficient bandwidth to transmit remote video, audio, and data
accurately and reliably.
eLTE-based communication systems are able
to streamline mobile procedures for police by improving the voice, video, and data communication
experience, including the benefit of patrol cars to
collect and transmit videos in real-time. With an
eLTE-based communication system, officers can use
vehicle-mounted cameras and handheld terminals
to collect data and transmit video to the command
center to keep command personnel updated about
on-site conditions.
ICT Insights: What are the features and benefits of
the Shanghai eLTE Communication Network now
under construction?
Zhou Jian: 3G Electronics is building an eLTE-based
communication network for the Shanghai police
that is based on converging narrow and broadband
solutions to deliver data services, and a Terrestrial
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As a system
integrator, 3G
Electronics is
obligated to match
the customer’s
requirements
using the products
and technologies
available in the
supply chain. We
are pleased that
Huawei is able to
provide an eLTE
broadband trunk
ing solution that
exceeds the enduser demand. >>

Trunked Radio (TETRA) system for voice services.
The result will be the implementation of a reliable
and seamlessly interoperating voice, video, and data
communications network.
The eLTE communication network brings three
major technical benefits. The first is high-speed data
transmission. Compared to traditional narrowband
systems, eLTE provides higher upstream (50 Mbit/s) and
downstream (100 Mbit/s) bandwidths. The second
major benefit is high security. eLTE is a homegrown
technology whose intellectual property is owned
by Huawei, and strengthens network security. Last,
but not least, is flexible mobility. eLTE enables 3G
Electronics to implement temporary and flexible
network coverage at special events, particularly for
indoor locations. For example, when an incident
occurs in a hotel, police officers can use handheld
or vehicle-mounted terminals to quickly establish a
wireless network and perform voice, video, and data
communications.

ICT Insights: The command and dispatch system is
shifting from “I hear you” (voice communication) to
“I see you” (HD video communication). How does
3G Electronics utilize this trend to make itself more
competitive?
Zhou Jian: 3G Electronics has a deep understanding
of user needs and recognizes the significance of HD
video for remote communication. We have separated
ourselves from the competition over many years by
developing video communication systems according
to user needs.
We are addressing the challenge by deploying
eLTE broadband trunking systems that include
an HD video component with a minimum image
resolution of 720p and transport bandwidth of at
least 3 Mbit/s.
Our eLTE broadband trunking systems are based
on the required service features of our users. As a
system integrator, we are obligated to match our
customer’s requirements using the products and
technologies available in the supply chain. We are
pleased that Huawei is able to provide an eLTE
broadband trunking solution that exceeds the enduser demand.▲
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ICT-Enabled Transformation
Delivers Value
Luo Linyan

SF Express lays
the foundation
for global
business growth
by choosing the
Huawei MicroDC
solution. >>

| By Luo Linyan, Huawei Data Center Solution Marketing Manager

S

F Express, a leading delivery services provider based in Shenzhen, China, played a significant role in
the 2014 Chinese “Singles Day” shopping festival — held annually on November 11 — by delivering
278 million parcels, valued at over US$ 9.3 billion, for Alibaba’s on-line Tmall.

Among the critical factors ensuring the success of
SF Express for this high-volume, high-pressure event
are the ICT systems that coordinate the collaboration
among more than 290,000 employees using 12,000
vehicles, 15 all-cargo aircraft, 260 regional branches,
and 9,100 outlets scattered across China and the
world. The ICT systems of SF Express not only
enable efficient local operations, but also lay a solid
foundation for the company’s continuing global
business growth.

Voice of the Customer

Pain Points
In its early stages, SF Express chose a franchise
model as the way to incentivize the rapid expansion
from its South China headquarters to the rest of the
country. Once a rate of stable business growth was
achieved, the company changed the branch office
model from a franchise structure to a direct operation
under corporate control. The variables affecting the
completion of the direct operation transformation
related to ICT infrastructure generally fell within the

domain of Operation and Maintenance
(O&M):
• Time-consuming system migration
limiting the rate of business model transformation.
• Complex system maintenance increased labor costs by requiring dedicated
O&M personnel.
• Heightened security risk for lack of
24/7, uninterrupted O&M.

Huawei MicroDC Solution
Following a six-month evaluation period,
the decision was made to award the ICT
transformation contract to Huawei for a
MicroDC all-in-one data center package
tailored to meet the full list of business
needs for SF Express company branches:
• Highly integrated: The all-in-one
solution incorporates servers; network
and security devices; cabinets; power
supplies and distribution; heat dissipation
modules; temperature, smoke, and door
status sensors.
• Unified management: Huawei
eSight management software allows headquarters to perform remote O&M for unattended IT branch maintenance.

Winning Customer Trust
Over the course of the deployment cycle
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Huawei was able to match the quick
pace of the logistics industry to keep SF
Express one-step ahead of their competition:
• Quick deployment: Beginning
with a pilot project at the Hainan branch
that affected nearly 200 employees, the
overall project demonstrated a dramatic
reduction in deployment costs. From final
requirements to online operations, the
MicroDC solution was deployed in 56%
less time than predicted for a traditional
solution.
• Simplified O&M: When system
faults occur, the Huawei solution generates notification alarms by text message
or email. The result is a reduction in
troubleshooting time that keeps IT personnel focused on the development and
provisioning of new services.
• Accelerated business expansion:
Efficient deployment cycles for the
MicroDC platform supports rapid business growth.
The Huawei MicroDC ICT solution
provides SF Express substantial operational benefits and maximum Return
on Investment (ROI). As a result of the
Hainan branch trial, SF Express plans
to deploy Huawei MicroDC at its new
headquarters and other key branches.▲

“The MicroDC ICT solution
has reduced the Total Cost
of Ownership (TCO) at our
Hainan branch office by
27% within a single year.
This figure enhances our
confidence in Huawei and
proves that we made the
right choice. Going forward,
SF Express is committed to
deeper levels of cooperation
with Huawei.”
— ICT Administrator
in charge of SF Express
branches
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China Merchants Bank Harnesses
the Power of Internet Finance
Bu Na

In less than two
years, China
Merchants
Bank has
dramatically
improved
its Internetbased financial
services by
deploying
Big Data
technology. >>

| By Bu Na, Chief Reporter of China Information World

nternet finance continues to have an unprecedented impact on commercial banks. Internet companies adept
at harnessing the power of the Internet benefit from advantages in growing the customer base, identifying
customer needs, and providing better services to customers. This is largely due to the development of the
Internet, Big Data, and cloud computing. Commercial banks without these capabilities are gradually losing
their inherent advantages as established financial service providers.

I

In 2012, conservative China Merchants Bank
(CMB) started to build its own Big Data platform
based on cloud computing systems, at a time when
Big Data was a relatively new concept. In a Big Data
pilot project implemented at the Shenzhen branch,
CMB achieved startling results. After reducing the
number of short messages sent to promote wealth
management products to customers by 82%, CMB
achieved a remarkably high customer hit rate of
95%.

Value from Data
CMB’s trial use of Big Data looked like a risky move
to outsiders. Not so, according to Zhou Tianhong,
CMB General Manager for Information Technology:
“China Merchants Bank has always treated data as
one of its key assets. This was not a rash decision, nor
was it due to good fortune that CMB’s attempt at Big
Data technologies was rewarded with success.”
Data analysis capabilities have always been a decisive factor in the growth and competition of the
banking industry and, as China’s first share-holding
commercial bank, CMB long ago made “digging
value out of data” a high priority for securing stable
growth and maintaining competitiveness. This strategy has helped to cement CMB’s reputation as a
pioneer in the banking industry for the extraction of
value from Big Data.
Before the Big Data pilot, online queries at CMB
were limited to transactions within the last 12 months.
After the pilot, historical transaction details from the
past five years could be queried. In addition, the bank
cut the time spent on credit card investigations from
15 days to less than 10 minutes. What’s more, the
error rate in contingent financial asset forecasts was
reduced by 50%.
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Building on the success of the Shenzhen branch,
CMB then took an even bigger step by rolling out
a series of innovative financial services nationwide
in 2014. The services included real-time credit investigations, real-time event marketing, and precise
recommendations of wealth management products,
all made possible by Big Data technologies.
CMB succeeded in deploying these Big Data
technologies in less than two years, while building
an IT team competent in Big Data technologies.
Although CMB engineers were experienced in data
mining, data analytics, and data warehousing, they
knew little about Big Data analytics. To speed up the
progress of its Big Data project, CMB sought capable
partners and established collaboration with Huawei.
Assisted by Huawei, CMB was soon able to roll out
a production system based on Big Data analytics.
The key to these rapid achievements was Huawei
technology and support.

Beyond Traditional Vendors
Big Data technologies were first proposed by Internet
companies, while most information technologies
were invented and promoted by professional IT enterprises. As a leading global provider of ICT but a
relative newcomer to the enterprise market, Huawei
is not widely known as a Big Data provider.
However, during the product evaluation phase
at CMB, engineers performed stringent Proofof-Concept (PoC) tests on Huawei products as
well as those of other vendors. After more than
six months of meticulous technical testing, CMB
selected Huawei, a “young player” in the market,
for its technical competence and high return on investment.
“As a newly emerging force in the field of en-

Voice of the customer

terprise IT services, Huawei has its unique
advantages, such as strong learning and technical innovation abilities,” Zhou Tianhong said.
“Huawei has proven to be a reliable partner
and competent supplier. The Huawei technical
team evaluated the results of every CMB test to
ensure that the products satisfied both the business needs of CMB and the requirements of
financial regulatory authorities.”
As a result of the collaboration with CMB,
Huawei launched its FusionInsight Big Data
application platform for enterprise in 2013, and
in 2014, the CMB system officially went online.
The cooperation with Huawei has helped
CMB realize three objectives:
• To build a Big Data application platform
based on cloud computing and to provide innovative financial services based on Big Data
analysis.
• To manage structured and unstructured data
not included in the data warehouse on the Big
Data platform and be able to process of massive
amounts of data.
• To establish a Big Data technical team to
run services on the Big Data platform.

Team Development
After the Big Data platform went online, CMB
started rolling out new financial applications in
its branches. Estimates show that the amount
of data involved in query applications alone

in CMB branches will reach several hundred
terabytes a day. And, because other applications
collect massive amounts of behavioral data as
well, the total amount of data to be processed
daily is expected to reach the petabyte level.
Currently, CMB’s data analysis platform runs
both conventional and new technologies. For
any enterprise, harnessing the power of Big
Data is not an easy job — it requires an experimental process to gradually bring the costs of
data analysis under control.
“Big Data technologies were first developed
by Internet companies,” Zhou Tianhong
observed, “and the provision of financial services over the Internet has pushed the application of Big Data to a new stage of development. Banking data, however, is more complicated than Internet data — and, after years of
development, banks have developed numerous mature data analysis technologies. These
mature technologies will not be easily substituted by anything new. Therefore, CMB expects
that it will take some time before Big Data
technologies are widely deployed in commercial
banking.”
Mr. Zhou is convinced that it is critical for
commercial banks exploring the value of Big
Data to build a technical team familiar with
developing platform technologies and analytics
solutions to best exploit the value of Big Data
in banking.▲

“Big Data technologies
were not possessed by
traditional IT vendors. As
a newly emerging force in
the field of enterprise IT
services, Huawei has its
unique advantages, such as
strong culture for learning
and the ability for technical
innovation. Huawei has
invested more resources in
Big Data than most of its
competitors.”
— Zhou Tianhong, CMB
General Manager for
Information Technology
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Telefonica Builds an
Intelligent Cloud
Zhang Dazhen

The goal of
Telefonica’s “All
IT, All Online” is
an OpenStack
ICT infrastructure
incorporating
hardware and
software systems
for intelligent,
automated
operations and
management. >>

| By Zhang Dazhen, Senior Consultant, Huawei Cloud Computing

Obstacles in Traditional ICT
Telefonica, one of the world’s largest telecom
operators, provides a variety of services that combine
voice and data. Beginning in 2010, Telefonica
considered optimizing their core businesses by
migrating the entirety of their global business activities into the cloud. After several years of driving
the initiative for new cloud services, such as Virtual
Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) and Software-as-aService (SaaS), was halted due to the prohibitively
high cost of managing a traditional telecom business.
Although a portion of Telefonica’s IT infrastructure
had already migrated to the cloud, its organization
was structured in silos. Each business unit was
built, maintained, and managed independently, with
relatively closed business models. Each country market was managed and marketed individually, with no
dependency for interacting with other affiliates. At the
corporate level, it was clear that this model resulted in
wasted resources and higher than necessary operating
costs.

“All IT, All Online”
The obstacles of maintaining the traditional telecom
business models could not be resolved by simply
upgrading IT silos or introducing virtualization.
In fact, doing so would result in added complexity
for management. After considering all factors,
Telefonica designed an “All IT, All Online” strategy, which is defined as the gradual migration of
traditional telecom business systems (closed, custom Communication Technology systems) onto
x86 servers; then, consolidate all resources into a
physically decentralized cloud architecture with a
centralized pool of logical resources.
Similarly, the “All Online” part of the strategy
puts automated processes in place through the use
of a unified management platform that provides a
centralized service portal for internal and external
customers. The results are streamlined organizational
processes for implementing service provisioning,
quality assurance, and operations.
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Following the deployment
of Huawei’s VAS Cloud over
UNICA Solution, TelefonicaUK has seen an estimated 30%
decrease in TCO, with particular
emphasis in the areas of O&M,
business management, and
service governance. >>

Telefonica has broken out the strategy into the
following steps:
• Consolidate data centers — Using only two
types of data centers: one for backup and global
applications and the second for online business
services.
• Build cloud-based IT infrastructure —
Including all HR resources, physical and
virtual infrastructures, and hardware
and software resources in a centralized
resource pool.
• Implement Everything-as-a-Service
(EaaS).
• Automate services — Including modules for
billing; asset, configuration, and software license
management; change and release management;
service console and service level management, and
others.

computing infrastructure. Based on the successful
completion of Proof of Concept (PoC) testing for
Phase II of the UNICA project, the MoU specifies
the commitment by both parties to deploy Huawei’s
distributed cloud data center, including purpose-built
ICT technologies and a custom OpenStack cloud
operating system that incorporate components for
SDN, NFV, and data center management.

An OpenStack Infrastructure

Agility and Efficiency

Telefonica set up a new ICT infrastructure, called
UNICA, using an OpenStack-based cloud operating
system which incorporated all the hardware and
software required for intelligent, automated operations and management. Telefonica’s Global Chief
Technology Officer Enrique Blanco Nadales said,
“The UNICA infrastructure, including SoftwareDefined Networking (SDN) and Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV) components, lays the basis for
implementing our future network transformation.
Together, these technologies play a significant role to
simplify Telefonica’s infrastructure architecture for
improving efficiency and reducing costs.”
In July 2012, Telefonica and Huawei began joint
planning and verification for the use of Huawei’s
distributed cloud data center to meet the requirements
for Telefonica’s “All IT, All Online” strategy.
At the February 2014 Mobile World Congress
in Barcelona, Spain, Telefonica and Huawei announced that a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) had been signed to promote and deliver
the commercialization of a corporate-wide cloud

With Huawei’s assistance, Telefonica launched
Huawei’s Value-Added Service (VAS) Cloud-overUNICA solution commercially in its United Kingdom
subnet in July 2014 — making VAS components
such as Short Message Service (SMS), Multimedia
Messaging Service (MMS), and IP Short Message
Gateway (IP-SM-GW) integral features of the UK
cloud network.
Following the deployment of Huawei’s VAS
Cloud over UNICA Solution, Telefonica-UK has
seen an estimated 30% decrease in Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO), with particular emphasis in
the areas of Operation and Maintenance (O&M),
business management, and service governance.
The centralized, unified resource management pool
resolves a wide range of issues raised through the use
of country-specific IT silos. The benefit for Telefonica
is an increase Return on Investment (ROI). For the
Telco industry in general, Telefonica provides a
successful example to all other telecommunications
companies who may be planning to migrate their
business networks to the cloud.▲
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Contributions and Feedback
To be an informative and inspiring magazine, ICT Insights needs your continual
contributions and feedback. Please fee free to submit articles for publication and
feedback. The editors greatly value your input.
Contact us by email: ICT@huawei.com
Call us: +86 (755) 28780808

We look forward to hearing from you.
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